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It must have been a highly profitable
inspiration for the architect who, in the
perpetual search for “something new,"
dug up the “Olde Englishe” house as
an appropriate background for the
lovely hostesses of Toorak.
Or perhaps the hostesses demanded
it. Whoever it was that initiated the
disgusting atavism of re-creating the
walls of an insanitary Tudor England
in this fair, clean country of ours, must
by now have paid ample penance in
observing the plague they have started
pursue its nauseating path throughout
our most exclusive residential areas.
How it must haunt them, that wherever
man dwells today in Melbourne, he is
never further than a strong man can
spit from some throw-back of a cot
tage, house or shop of bijou-baronial
pretensions.
And how they must writhe, too, at
the way the monster has. crawled back
to stink at their gates, to gape at them
whenever they wander down the street
to shop. . . .
The wealthy, cultured and distinguished citi
zens of our No. 1 suburb have an awful
problem amongst them. In the midst of their
beautiful gardens, their quiet dignified streets,
and some really distinguished homes, this
aborted, wormy slut lies, waiting to do them
service. The medicines prescribed by their
celebrated physicians, the papers they read, the
oil in their sleek motors, the very sausages they
eat come from this hot-bed of architectural
. corruption called Toorak Village. Decent
honest buildings cannot exist amongst this
maudlin riot of half-timbered, crennelated erec
tions. Pleasant' buildings have been scrapped
to make way for the village idiot; there is no
redemption in the most distinguished reproduc' ■HBBS '

It is not perhaps the fault of the
p'üration polutes their precincts. But
why do they accept it so calmly? How
can they stand, by and^watdk the “pro
gress” which transformis their pleasant
little pub into a cringing, apologist to its
neighbours. Dò they fling their slops
from the window? No. Do they go
shopping through cobbled streets on
horseback? No. Would they cross
swords for a passing slight? Never.
But why this lack of thoroughness?
Such half-baked revivalism is akin to
exhuming a celebrated beauty of some
Centuries ago because one admires her
portrait.
Toorak tradespeople seem to have
pandered in a great big way to the
sentimentality of patrons who must
now bitterly regret their unenlightened
archaeological excursions. But, once”
started, the villagers have outvied one
another in the race for decadence. The
result is a setting which would dis
grace a tenth rate comic opera.
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What do I get out of the Students'
Society? What is wrong with Archi
tecture as a profession?
Common
questions. Easily answered but seldom
correctly. Surely had our practising
Architects solved the former years ago,
the latter would never have been
raised. Yes, we infer that an ever
lasting true spirit of comradeship
should be the chief reward from mem
bership of the Society. Had our prac
titioners derived this benefit in their
student days, our present profession
would not be in the dreadful mess
which it is, but would be taking its
rightful place along with the pseudo. dignified professions of Medicine and
Law.
Too often do we hear the public
blamed for the lack of appreciation of
Architecture and Architects. Too often
are the Architects themselves respon
sible. What respect have they for each
other or their chosen profession?—
money is their ultimate goal. How can
architecture progress with such corrupt
and misconstrued ideas of practice?
How can it be regarded as anything
but a business when its members treat
it as such? It is surelycorrect to
assume that had early friendships been
made such as this Society hopes to
create, practising architects would
spend more time playing golf together
and less time throat-cutting, making the
code of ethics practicaland not
theoretical.
That is what one gets from the
Society! Let us achieve it and Archi
tecture will regain professional prestige.
■
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Exhibition of the month. The Contemporary
Art Collection at the National Gallery has
created more public interest (albeit mainly anti
pathetic) than any other show for months. One
has to be prepared when contemplating most
of the work, to free one’s mind of natural
forms and objects and to let the shapes on the
canvas convey their own message. The Public
usually can't be bothered—their first impres
sion will be the only one, however long they
look at the picture.
In the purely abstract near-surrealistic field,
James Gleeson's "Massive Journey" achieves an
incredible dream-like atmosphere, and Eric
Thake’s "Happy Landing" and "Third Dimen
sion" are queer, fascinating little compositions.
A vivid impression of a "Kangaroo Hunt" by
P. Pürvés Smith is one of the most impressive
works in the whole show. Typically Australian
and praiseworthy on that point, one might al
most be in the Northern Territory while exam
ining it. Albert Tucker's "Philosopher" is also
outstanding.
Not everything, by any means, clicks. Some
of Eric Thake’s abstracts have little point, and
occasionally there are ridiculous things that can
only be treated as jokes.
In the more easily understood orthodox line,
which the public pauses before so gratefully,
Harry De Hartog’s "Orange Note" and Anne
Montgomery’s "Poowong" are attractive; and
interesting portraits are included by Rubert
Bunny, E. J. Smith, and Albert Tucker.
But, presumably put in to add scale or in
terest, there are two immense horrors by people
from whom we expect a lot better. "Laocoon. ”
by Rubert Bunny, is a disgusting mess of limbs
and snakes and blood; and George Bell’s
bathers—three big bare women, square yards of
pink skin—is marked "unfinished," which is not
Sufficient apology.

Films

There’s no doubt these French films have a
charm all their own. “La Kermesse Heroique "
at the Savoy is another delightful example.
Nothing very revolutionary from the Holly
wood technique; but beautifully composed shots,
authentic settings rather than cardboard ones,
and a loving care in the smallest detail that
gives a fine polish. An elegance that sur
passes many a million-bucks job.
Possibly it is just a wee bit too leisurely in
parts and there are occasional indications of
the awkward hand of the local censor. The
characteristic French flair for subtle innuendo
is still evident, however.
Technically the film is as perfect as anything
that has come out of Hollywood, contrasting
with the supporting short Russian documentary
—poor devils struggling with blotchy film arid
meagre equipment. ■
From the pages of SMUDGES for the year
2039, we have selected at random the following
headings to news-items:
AMENDMENT TO ARCHITECT
REGISTRATION BILL PASSED.
#
*
*
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SEVERE SET-BACK TO ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE.
Mr. John D. Scarborough designs
contemporary style flats.

à

THE NATIONAL GALLERY AP
PROACH. Barren wastes; a maze of steps,
odd curves everywhere; new cement work
blackened to match the existing bluestone;
miserable, dumb wrought iron grilles. This is
your welcome to the National Cultural Centre.
This is the approach to the art nucleus of the
Southern Hemisphere!
•

STIRRING SCENE AT PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT.
Melbourne's last private practising architect
signed-on at historic ceremony.
KBK
*
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THE LATEST REPORT on the weight of
the drawings for the Royal Melbourne
Hospital is that they now tip the scales at
47 tons 283 lbs. 12 oz.
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THE AUSTRALIAN TESSELATED TILE
COMPANY PTY. LTD., who please you all
so much with the fabrication and design of all
classes of tile work, need no introduction from
us. But we do have to tell you that there is
something of particular interest to see at their
showrooms, 11 Queen Street, Melbourne ('phone
M 2368-M 2369). The head office and works
are at Mitcham, Vic. Sydney readers will go
to their showrooms at 15 Hamilton Street.

Scholarship
One of the foremost privileges of the
V.A.S.S., the Atelier Scholarship, is awarded
annually to the member with the highest aggre
gate for the six subjects set throughout the year.
In addition a half-guinea prize is awarded to
the highest marked competitor (excluding the
scholarship winner) in each subject. Progress
results to the third subject this year are:
16i Secomb.............
16
9
Rclf..................
Spears
8
15
Mann...............
7
15
Rainey..............
Miss Marchant
7
15
Webb...............
Barry...............
5
Du Ve..............
Miss Hope . .. 14
4
13* Dore................
4
13* Biore ................
3
Mason..............
Brock ..
13
3
12
Warren............
Hodgson
2
Reed ..
Hi Jones ................
bject, to be handed to the
in. x 15 in. sheets not
than noon on Wednesday, August 9th, is:
The architects of Melbourne, having for once
allowed their draughtsmen a free hand, invite
competitive designs for a "float" representative
of the Building Industry, which will possibly
take part in the forthcoming spring carnival.
The float is to be constructed on a three-ton
truck. Free sketches to clearly illustrate your
design are required.

Our short story page. We have been for
tunate in procuring the latest work from the
pen of Mabel Sklac. Miss Sklac is one of
the few modern novelists who has not neglected
the romantic possibilities of our profession.
*
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Love and Hate in the draughting
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Nat Konzl paced to and fro across the soft
carpet of the draughting roôm. Thoughtfully
he ran his spring boze through his hair. Only
two hours more, and then Molly Zrak would be
married to Harry Plirch. Molly Zrak, the girl
he loved! A manly tear ran down his teasquare. Harry Plirch, his partner whom he
trusted as a brother.
COLD FEAR
Such times the three had had together—those
evenings with the hellos, the night before the
big competition closed. But no more.
HONOUR WILL OUT
This was the end. He slumped dejectedly
on to his draughting stool.
But as the shadows grew longer across the
soft carpet a new light came gradually into his
eyes, He still had his work—he could bury
himself in his work and nothing could hurt him,
and so with a happy smile he returned to his
drawing-board, and picking up the french curve
resumed the blue-print he was drawing.
THE END.
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